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Experimental multiparticle entanglement
dynamics induced by decoherence
Julio T. Barreiro1*, Philipp Schindler1, Otfried Gühne2,3,4*, Thomas Monz1, Michael Chwalla1,
Christian F. Roos1,2, Markus Hennrich1 and Rainer Blatt1,2

Multiparticle entanglement leads to richer correlations than
two-particle entanglement and gives rise to striking contradic-
tions with local realism1, inequivalent classes of entanglement2

and applications such as one-way or topological quantum
computing3,4. When exposed to decohering or dissipative envi-
ronments, multiparticle entanglement yields subtle dynamical
features and access to new classes of states and applica-
tions. Here, using a string of trapped ions, we experimentally
characterize the dynamics of entanglement of a multiparticle
state under the influence of decoherence. By embedding an
entangled state of four qubits in a decohering environment
(through spontaneous decay), we observe a rich dynamics
crossing distinctive domains: Bell-inequality violation, entan-
glement superactivation, bound entanglement and full separa-
bility. We also develop new theoretical tools for characterizing
entanglement in quantum states. Recent quantum-computing,
state-engineering and simulation paradigms driven by dissi-
pative or decohering environments5–7 can benefit from the
environment engineering techniques demonstrated here.

When exposed to an environment, bipartite entanglement
already shows subtle dynamical features, for example, finite-time
disentanglement8,9. In a multipartite setting, decoherence and
dissipation enable new quantum applications5–7, induce diverse
dynamics because of the robustness of the different classes of states10
and can decrease the number of particles genuinely entangled—an
effect recently observed11. However, decoherence can also influence
other state properties useful for quantum information processing,
such as distillability. A state is distillable if, using local operations
and classical communication, one can extract the maximally
entangled states required by several quantum communication
protocols such as teleportation12.

An environment can also drive a multiparticle entangled and
distillable state into the undistillable but still entangled domain13,14,
called bound entangled15. This class of states is expected to appear
in many-body systems16, and despite being undistillable, it is useful
for entanglement superactivation17, quantum secret sharing18 or
remote information concentration19. Bound entangled states have
also given insights into classical information theory: a classical
analogue of bound entanglement, called bound information,
exists20. Recently, a bound entangled state was simulated with
photons21, as well as a variant called pseudo-bound entanglement,
using NMR (ref. 22).

Here, we report the experimentally observed dynamics of entan-
glement and distillability in the neighbourhood of a bound entan-
gled state under a partially decohering environment. Entanglement
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and distillability of a multiparty system are defined with respect to
the state bipartitions, or abstract splits into two subsystems. Our
work focuses on a four-party system that can be bi-partitioned in
two ways, either in pairs (2:2), or as a single party plus the rest
(1:3). In this case, we call the state of the four particles 2:2 (1:3)
separable if every 2:2 (1:3) bipartition can be written as a mixture of
bipartite states |ψk〉 as

ρ=
∑
k

pk|ψk〉〈ψk|, |ψk〉= |η
(k)
αβ〉|η

(k)
µν 〉
(
|η(k)α 〉|η

(k)
βµν〉

)
and α,β,µ and ν denote the particles. Otherwise, if every 2:2 (1:3)
bipartition cannot be written as above, we call the state 2:2 (1:3)
entangled. Regarding distillability, a state is 2:2 (1:3) distillable if,
for every 2:2 (1:3) bipartition, a Bell pair can be distilled, each
element of which belongs to one subsystem. An even stronger
distillability property is entanglement superactivation, which in
the case of a four-particle state, enables five parties (A, B, C, D
and E) sharing two copies of the state (ρABCD and ρABCE) to distil
entanglement between the two parties holding a single particle
(D and E; ref. 17).

Our study starts by preparing a 2:2- and 1:3-entangled
state, violating a Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH)-type Bell
inequality18, and capable of entanglement superactivation. As
we apply a tunable decohering environment, the state stops
violating the Bell inequality. Then, only within a region of
further decoherence is the entanglement superactivation protocol
successful, and the 2:2 and 1:3 entanglement is preserved with
even more decoherence. Increasing the decoherence eventually
eliminates the entanglement in both bipartitions at different,
but finite, times. This finite-time disentanglement behaviour is
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Figure 1 | Experimental sequence for studying the dynamics of
multiparticle entanglement and distillability induced by decoherence. The
operations indicated in the sequence are collective unitary transformations
U(θ,φ), light-shift operations Z(θ) and entangling operations MS(θ,φ).
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Figure 2 | Zeeman-split 40Ca+ levels for the implementation of tunable
decoherence through entanglement with a spontaneously decaying
photon. Partial decoherence is realized by simultaneously carrying out on
all ions the steps: (i) hiding of |0〉, (ii) partial transfer of |1〉, (iii) quenching
and decay of

√
γ |1〉, and finally (iv) restoring |0〉.

also sometimes called environment-induced sudden death of
entanglement8,9. As the 2:2 entanglement disappears before the
1:3 entanglement, we realize a domain that can be called bound
entangled13. Similarly, a recent theoretical study showed that a
four-qubit Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger1 (GHZ) state can decay
into a bound entangled state by becoming 2:2 undistillable although
slightly 1:3 entangled13. Further decoherence eventually makes
the state fully separable, long before the single-particle coherence
asymptotically disappears.

Our experiment proceeds in three stages: state preparation,
exposure to tunable decoherence and state characterization. The
goal of the first stage is to generate a state that decays into the
domain of bound entangled states when exposed to a partially
decohering mechanism. We chose to prepare an initial state close
to the Smolin state ρS (ref. 23), a known four-qubit bound
entangled state usually written as a mixture of the Bell states
8±= (|00〉±|11〉)/

√
2 and9±= (|01〉±|10〉)/

√
2 as

ρS= [|8
+8+〉〈·|+|8−8−〉〈·|+|9+9+〉〈·|+|9−9−〉〈·|]/4

where |0〉 and |1〉 are the qubit basis states, and we use the notation
|χ〉〈·| ≡ |χ〉〈χ |. The initial-state preparation sequence, shown in

Fig. 1, follows from realizing that the Smolin state is a mixture of
four GHZ-like states

ρS = [(|1111〉+|0000〉)〈·|+ (|1100〉+|0011〉)〈·|

+ (|1010〉+|0101〉)〈·|+ (|1001〉+|0110〉)〈·|]/8

Following the steps in Fig. 1 in reverse order, this state can be
reached by applying a single-step GHZ-entangling operation to
the mixture

ρ= [|1111〉〈·|+|1100〉〈·|+|1010〉〈·|+|1001〉〈·|]/4 (1)

where the operation takes a state of the form |x1x2x3x4〉 into
(|x1x2x3x4〉+|x̄1x̄2x̄3x̄4〉)/

√
2 and x̄i denotes the complement of state

xi of ion i in the computational basis. The mixture described by
equation (1), in turn, can be generated by completely decohering a
state in which three out of four particles are entangled,

|9〉= (|1111〉+|1100〉+|1010〉+|1001〉)/2 (2)

with the same mechanism as used in the second stage of our study.
Finally, another GHZ-entangling operation and an NMR-like
refocusing technique24 applied to the state |1111〉 generates the
state in equation (2).

In the second stage, the intended rich dynamics was achieved
by increasingly decohering the initial state, as described below
(see also Supplementary Information). We characterized the
state’s entanglement and distillability in the last stage. A single
criterion, the Peres–Horodecki separability criterion25, can prove
undistillability, and its extension into a measure, known as
negativity26, can quantify entanglement. According to this criterion,
if a state is separable then its partial transposition has no negative
eigenvalues (it has a positive partial transpose, PPT). On the
other hand, it has been shown that PPT states are undistillable15.
Therefore, entangled but undistillable states, or bound entangled
states, can be detected by verifying that every 1:3 bipartition
has a negative partial transpose (entanglement)27, whereas every
2:2 bipartition has a PPT (undistillability)15. To determine the
state’s undistillability properties, we carried out a complete
tomographic reconstruction. Full knowledge of the state enabled
us to also check further separability and distillability properties.
Especially, we designed a new algorithm to prove separability of
the states, which is a stronger statement than undistillability (see
Supplementary Information).

Our work was carried out on a system of four 40Ca+ ions
confined to a string by a linear Paul trap with axial (radial)
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Figure 3 |Density matrices (absolute value) of states that are 2:2 and 1:3 entangled (γ =0), bound entangled (γ =0.32) and fully separable
(γ =0.60). The four GHZ-like components of the Smolin state [(|0000〉+|1111〉)〈·|+(|0011〉+|1100〉)〈·|+(|0101〉+|1010〉)〈·|+(|0110〉+|1001〉)〈·|]/8
are highlighted with distinctive colours. The density matrices of all measured states are shown in the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 4 |Negativity and smallest eigenvalue of the partial transpose for each 2:2 and 1:3 bipartition of the measured states as a function of
decoherence. A positive smallest eigenvalue of the partial transpose, min[eig(ρT)]>0, reveals undistillability. Bipartition data are slightly offset
horizontally for clarity, but all visible groups correspond to the same amount of decoherence indicated by the tick marks. The error bars indicate±1
standard deviation, calculated from propagated statistics in the raw state identification events. The solid lines were calculated by decohering the prepared
initial state with a 0.05 offset in γ (owing to imperfections in the decoherence implementation). The properties shown in bold were determined by tests
independent of the plotted data (see Supplementary Information).

Table 1 | Negativity and smallest eigenvalue of the partial transpose of representative states.

AB:CD AC:BD AD:BC A:BCD B:ACD C:ACD D:ABC

γ =0 N2:2= 0.033(5) 0.041(5) 0.044(5) N1:3= 0.715(8) 0.715(8) 0.715(8) 0.716(8)
γ =0.32 min[eig(ρT2:2 )] = 0.020(2) 0.019(2) 0.022(2) N1:3= 0.035(7) 0.032(8) 0.038(8) 0.045(7)
γ =0.47 min[eig(ρT2:2 )] = 0.028(3) 0.029(3) 0.031(2) min[eig(ρT1:3 )] = 0.019(3) 0.020(3) 0.019(3) 0.018(3)

γ ′=0.43 min[eig(ρT2:2 )] = 0.013(2) 0.011(2) 0.013(2) N1:3= 0.038(7) 0.039(7) 0.042(7) 0.045(7)

The parties in the bipartitions are labelled as A, B, C and D. The state with γ ′ =0.43 was prepared by decohering in a single step, see text. Uncertainties in parentheses indicate one standard deviation,
calculated from propagated statistics in the raw state identification events.

vibrational frequencies of approximately 1.2MHz (4.4MHz). Each
ion hosts a qubit on the electronic Zeeman levels D5/2(m=−1/2),
encoding |0〉, and S1/2(m = −1/2), encoding |1〉, determined
by a magnetic field of ≈ 4 G. The ion string was opti-
cally pumped to the starting quantum state |1111〉 after be-
ing Doppler cooled and sideband cooled to the ground state
of the axial centre-of-mass mode28 (Supplementary Informa-
tion). The state of the qubits can be manipulated through
(i) collective unitary operations U (θ,φ) = exp(−i(θ/2)Sφ), with
Sφ =

∑4
k=1 σ

(k)
φ ,σ

(k)
φ = cos(φ)σ (k)

x + sin(φ)σ (k)
y and σ (k)

n being a
Pauli spin operator acting on the kth ion, (ii) single-qubit
light-shift operations Z (k)(θ) = exp(−i(θ/2)σ (k)

z ) and (iii) a
GHZ-entangling operation known as a Mølmer–Sørensen gate29,30,
MS(θ,φ)= exp(−i(θ/4)S2φ).We can prepare four-qubit GHZ states
with a fidelity of 96% and carry out collective unitaries and
light-shift operations at a fidelity of 99%. These imperfections

determine the proximity of our prepared initial state to the Smolin
state. The full experimental sequence is shown in Fig. 1.

The partially decohering mechanism indicated in Fig. 1 was
implemented in the four steps shown in Fig. 2: (i) hiding the
population in |0〉 by a full coherent transfer into S1/2(m= 1/2); (ii)
transfer of the population in |1〉 into the superposition

√
1−γ |1〉+

√
γ |D5/2(m = −5/2)〉; (iii) quenching of the population in

D5/2(m = −5/2) into P3/2(m = −3/2) by exposure to 854 nm
radiation, so that it spontaneously decays to |1〉; and finally (iv)
restoring the hidden population into |0〉 (for other techniques see
ref. 31). In this way, a fraction γ of the population in |1〉 irreversibly
loses phase coherence with |0〉 by tracing over the emitted photon.
In this case we call this basis-dependent partial loss of coherence
decoherence in the |0〉,|1〉 basis. In our experiment, we decohere the
states in the |0〉±|1〉 and |0〉± i|1〉 bases by applying the collective
unitary rotations U (π/2,π/2) and U (π/2,0) before the above
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decoherence, as shown in Fig. 1. This decoherence also drives aGHZ
state into a narrow bound entangled domain (see Supplementary
Information). The complete decohering step in the preparation
of the intermediate state in equation (1) was carried out in the
computational basis with γ = 1.

The dynamics of entanglement was explored by varying the
amount of decoherence γ to which the initial state was exposed
(see Fig. 1). After being partially decohered, the density matrices
of the prepared states ρ(γ ) were tomographically reconstructed
(see Fig. 3). Error analysis was carried out using Monte Carlo
simulations over the raw data outcomes of the state tomography.
The amount of entanglement and signature of undistillability of
the measured states as a function of decoherence γ are shown
in Fig. 4; the explicit values for the most representative states are
quoted in Table 1. Figure 4 also indicates other properties of the
states determined independently of the plotted data (full details in
Supplementary Information).

The measured initial state (γ = 0) is highly entangled in the 1:3
bipartitions (N1:3� 0) and slightly entangled in the 2:2 (N2:2 > 0);
in addition, it violates a CHSH-type Bell inequality and is capable
of entanglement superactivation. The properties of the state already
change at γ = 0.06, when the state no longer violates the tested Bell
inequality. The entanglement superactivation protocol is successful
in the domain of states from γ = 0 up to γ = 0.12. We show strong
evidence in the Supplementary Information that all measured states
from γ = 0 to γ = 0.18 are biseparable. This means that, although
they are entangled with respect to any fixed 1:3 and 2:2 bipartition,
they can be written as a mixture of separable states, which are
separable with respect to different bipartitions.

The passage into bound entanglement occurs at γ ≈ 0.21.
Although the measured state at γ = 0.24 is 2:2 separable and 1:3
entangled, the bound entanglement is arguable because a fraction of
theMonte Carlo samples revealed 2:2 entanglement, thus indicating
insufficient statistics. By γ = 0.32, the state is now bona fide bound
entangled, when also all Monte Carlo samples are 1:3 entangled,
2:2 undistillable, and even 2:2 separable. The change into full
undistillability is heralded by the statemeasured at γ =0.47 because
all eigenvalues of the partial transpose were positive for every
bipartition, as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4. However, although the
measured state is fully separable, knownmethods failed to prove the
separability of theMonteCarlo samples. By γ =0.60, we achieve full
separability in themeasured data and allMonteCarlo samples.

We also found a bound entangled state by decohering the initial
state in only the |0〉±|1〉 basis, represented by the state at γ ′= 0.43
(see Table 1). We thus controllably realized a passage into bound
entanglement in a simple decohering environment, with statistically
significant entanglement in the 2:2 partitions and positivity of the
eigenvalues of the 1:3 partially transposed states.

We experimentally explored the dynamics of multiparticle
entanglement, separability and distillability under a tunable
decoheringmechanism. The influence of the environment naturally
created a bound entangled state. Our investigation on the dynamics
of multiparticle entanglement can be extended to observe bound
entanglement on other states, such as decaying GHZ states13 or
thermal states of spin models16. In addition, our universal set of
gates, decoherence mechanism and dissipation via optical pumping
form a toolset for demonstrating new quantum-computing, state-
engineering and simulation paradigms5–7.
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